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I. INTRODUCTION 
This thesis grew out of an effort to construct a 
numerical method for solving the nonlinear boundary value 
problem 
il.3) U = f(x), tnO. 
K(U) is a function of U alone, assumed to have a bounded 
derivative in the region of solution. The initial function, 
f(x), is assumed to satisfy 
This boundary value problem was suggested by Dr. Prank 
Shuck of the Chemical Engineering Department at Iowa State 
University as being representative of a type of nonlinear 
diffusion problem for which there was not a satisfactory 
numerical method of solution. Existing methods, applicable to 
this problem, are of the implicit type and require the 
solution of an algebraic system, in most cases a nonlinear 
system, at each time level |l,3,^ . In typical diffusion 
problems the value of T ranges between thirty minutes and 
several hours while the time step is of the order of .1 second 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
(1.4) 0^f(x)<l 
or less. An implicit difference scheme usually requires more 
computer time than is practical in such cases. These 
considerations seem to indicate that we'should pursue the 
possibility of numerical solution on the basis of an explicit 
difference scheme. 
To this end we impose mesh sizes h and k, constant 
throughout the region of solution, and define the grid points 
Xj = Jh, 0=0, 1, . . ., J; 
J = I ; 
(1.5) 
t^r: nk, n — 0, 1, . . 
N - i . 
i-Jhere h and k are chosen so that J and IT are integers. We 
denote the solution at a grid point, TJ(x^,t^), by the symbol 
and replace the derivatives in (1.1) and (1.2) by suitable 
difference quotients. The result is a system of algebraic 
equations which can then be solved. 
In this thesis we propose an explicit difference analog 
to (1.1) which has not previously appeared and study its 
efficacy in the solution of nonlinear problems. In particular 
2 
we show that the method has a truncation error of order k-hh 
and that for certain diffusion coefficients K(U) our explicit 
scheme satisfies the von Keumann stability condition with 
3 
relatively minor restrictions on k and h. These results are 
illustrated with numerical examples. 
Finally we exhibit similar difference schemes for more 
general nonlinear equations and show that they lead to 
2 truncation errors of order k+h . 
k 
II. THE BiiCKvJilRD-PORWARD DIPFSxWCS SCHEI4S 
2.1. A Heuristic Development 
It is well kno%vn that if we combine the forward difference 
operator 
(2.1) 
with the backifard difference operator 
(2.2) Vu^ - Uj _ 1 
we obtain the central difference operator 
(2.3) + 1 . 
That is 
(2.4) V(Au^ ) = A(VUj) = . 
Heizristically it seems reasonable that if \<!e approximate 
second derivatives by means of central differences, the 
corresponding substitution for first derivatives would involve 
some combination of backward and forward differences. 
The importance of this observation is due to the fact 
that the numerical treatment of (1.1) is facilitated by writing 
the equation in the form 
(2.5) ^ - g;(U)-Sf| 4-K'(U)f^ 
o t  O z  i o z  
5 
On the basis of our heizristic remarks vxe propose to 
approximate (2.5) by the finite difference equation 
,a.6) 
k ^ h ^ y h j h 
This type of difference scheme forms the basis of our explicit 
method for the solution of the boundary value problem 
presented in Chapter I. We shall refer to (2.6) as the 
'•Backi-rard-Pon-rard" difference analog of (2.5). 
It is worth mentioning that this Backward-Ponfard scheme 
preserves a certain symmetry which is lost by using either 
difference exclusive of the other. He shall show in the 
following section that the truncation error is of second 
order in h, a situation otherwise obtained by use of the 
symmetric central difference. Furthermore the Backivard-
Fon-jard scheme allows the convenient use of symmetric 
approzcimations to the boundary conditions (1.2). 
For the approximation of these boundary conditions we 
use the common technique of introducing fictitious grid 
points (x_2,tp) to the left of the line x = 0 and (Xj t^) 
to the right of the line xrrl. We then formulate the finite 
difference analogs of the boundary conditions. Along the left 
boundai'. ' 
(2.7) "0? -
= 0, 
6 
and along the right boimdary 
(2.8) ug ^ 
h 
These conditions are combined with the difference 
equation (2.6) to formulate the algebraic analog of the 
boundary value problem stated in Chapter I. 
(2.9) U°=f(x ), j = 0, 1, . . J. 
(2.10) ug 4- S(Uq) (Aug). 
(2.11) + K(U^ ) ( S %}) -h Ë: (U^ ) (Au^ D (VA , 
J J J J J J «] 
J — 1 >  2.f »  «  S — 1 «  
(2.12) - S{Uj) (VUj). 
Here. 
(2.13) K(U)=^K(U), 
h<^ 
(2.1k) K'(ÏÏ) = ^ K« (U). 
n+1 
h2 
The numerical solution is then obtained by calculating 
recursively for n = 0, 1, . . ., N - 1 by the use of (2.10), 
(2.11) and (2.12). 
2.2. The Truncation Error 
l-J'e now turn our attention to a quantitative study of the 
approximation made by replacing the boundary value problem 
7 
(1.1), (1.2) and (1.3) by the algebraic analog (2.9), (2.10), 
(2.11) and (2.12). 
For any function U(x,t), having continuous derivatives of 
fourth order in the region of solution, we obtain from. 
Taylor's Theorem : 
J J - fairf 
(6 ^
 J 
-h U tt 2 ' 
(2.15) 
fa fd^\  . ^  
^0x2 j. xxxx 12 ' 
M _ /asr + 
d4 [d4 
 ^ I tt'"*  ^
2 + ^xxx T 
_ /6nr 
,3 X 
h , „«• h' 
g]3l 2 + ''xxx T 
Where and U'^ represent the indicated 
derivatives evaluated at appropriate mean value points. 
Following Hichtmeyer and Williamson 8 we define the 
truncation error of (2.6) as 
(2.16) iii — - _1 
8% 
^ g 1 
9n 
a 
8 
E(n7) 
. n 
+ K'(U^) 
^\n 
6% jj 
For notational convenience we assiime that all derivatives not 
indicated as mean value evaluations are evaluated at the point 
(x^.,t^) and we drop the explicit indication of dependence on U 
from. E(U) and K'(U). The substitutions indicated by (2.15) 
imply 
E + <t i - K U - K ^ 
"(ï 
- K» 8^ cr h , 0u h^  
a; 3? 2 + g; "xxx T 
4- 3ii0^  
a. 
h 
2 2 
f h^ 
, 0U „-x- h^  6 ill 
/X 
TT*"" h , h 
0^2 XXX 12 XXX XXX ïïï 
0 
+ K 
3: 
We combine like terms to obtain 
i + - K 
xxxx 
12 - El L'#;" 
+ 
XXX 
9 
XXX 
6^ 
5 5? 
- i^xx^ iix fs 
Thus we have, for suitable bounds and 
(2.17) E = k + h'^. 
In the order notation 
E = 0(k 4- h^) 
By similar reasoning we can show that the approximations 
used at the boundaries have truncation errors of the same 
order. We illustrate the argument by showing that Eq, the 
p 
truncation error at the left boundary, is of order k -h h . 
(2.18) E^ = - K ^ 6n 
Ôt 
K 0% 
6 
2 • 
He use the appropriate substitutions from (2.15) to obtain 
? — TT*"* k K 
^0 - ^tt 2 - H 
3^ h" 64% h , VV s,  ^ , TT" 
-h K 0% 
0%2 ' 
10 
fc)'n\^  
We have used the boundary condition (^0^j — 0 to obtain the 
expression in brackets. The same condition implies 
0^ ' _ 0% h 0^  „«• 
— —  - "3 ? ^ +  
which, by virtue of (2.7), is zero. We now subtract this well 
chosen zero from the quantity in brackets and combine terms to 
obtain 
Thus we have 
(2.19) Eq = 0(k 4- h^). 
A symmetric argument shows that E^, tiie truncation error 
of the approximation used at the right boundary, also ' 
satisfies 
(2 .20)  =  O(k- i -h^ ) .  
The fact that the truncation error is of order one or 
more in each mesh size means that the continuous problem of 
Chapter I and its discrete analog proposed in Section 2.1 are 
"close" for small values of k and h. The hope is that the 
solutions will also be close under such circumstances. The 
next step is to study the effects of computing the solution 
11 
from the algebraic analog. This stability analysis is 
•undertaken in the next two chapters. 
We note in summary that the use of the Back;-jard-Porv7ard 
difference scheme has gained an order of accuracy in h. Use 
of either the backtfard difference or the forvxard differerence 
alone in approximating the first derivative term of (2.5) 
results in a truncation error of order k + h. 
12 
III. STABILITY FOR A SIIiPLE EQUATIOÎI 
3.1. A Discussion of H online ari ty 
The differential equation 
(3.1) 0U _ + K.(û)f£>u-^^ 7:^ - — -"N—5 f Ii'vu; T=r 
ot 0% 
and the corresponding difference equation 
Xl 
+ if} 8% 
(3-2) _J 1—i z= %(u?) ^ + K'dJ^) 
V J •h'^  J 
Au?V Vtî'Î 
depart fron linear behavior in ti-;o ways. There is, first, the 
presence of 2(11) and its derivative K'(U). In diffusion 
problens K(U) is usually a polynomial and so these functions 
give rise to products of U and its derivatives. 
The second source of nonlinearity is the square on the 
first derivative of U with respect to x in (3.1). We recall 
that this terra led us to introduce the Backtfard-Porward 
difference scheme and appears in (3.2) as the product of 
differences. 
In our analysis of these equations we shall treat these 
two sources of nonlinearity separately. In this chapter we 
consider a simple equation involving only the second source 
of nonlinear behavior. In Chapter IV we treat both types. 
Consider the partial differential equation 
13 
(3.3) 02 - A â 
at - 0: 
-u + 
[d-
and the corresponding Backi-j-ard-Port^ard difference analog 
(3-W - A 
sa,n u . 
1 + B 
fVtÇ' 
ifhere A and B are constant. These equations contain only the 
nonlinear effects of the first derivative term, in (3.1) and 
consequently simplify the stability analysis. 
3.2. The von I'le-umann Stability Criterion 
I"7e first write (3.^) in the computational form 
(3.5) + A (8% 4- B (AA(Vn^) , 
V V V w U 
where 
Z = ^  A , 
ir 
B = -^ B . 
Following a technique introduced by von Neumann and 
recently used by Williamson jô] to analyze the stability of 
finite difference analogs for various linear partial 
differential equations, we assume that the solution of the 
difference equation (3.5) has a representation as a Fourier 
14 
series in the forsi 
(3.6) uj = n(zynk) = ^u(n,2i) e^j . 
n 
In order to substitute this into (3*5) we require the 
following Cauchy products 
"^+1 u(n,in) u(n,p) exp i [^(m+p)x . 
m 
+ mh 
= 
u(n,in.) u(n,p) exp i(m-i-p)x^. 
la p 
u(n,m) u(n,p) exp [U+p) X. 
4- ( m -  p)! ^  
u(n,m.) u(n,p) ezp {jm-|-p)x. 
EL p 
-phj 
15 
Expansion of the product of differences in (3.5) yields 
(Au^) (VA 
°3+l 'I - i ^j 
+ . 
We substitute the above Cauchy products into (3 .5)  to obtain 
= ) u(n,m) + 
m 
~^|u(n,m) e^ j^ js cos a -  ^+ 
m 
B > ) u(n,m) u(n,p) e 
in. p 
i(m-hp)x^. X3nn 
1  -  e i ( m - p ) h  ^ - i p h  
where a = inh. We now fix m and examine the general term in 
this series. For any m 
u(n + l,m) e'^ J^ n u(n,m) e'^ '^ '^ J^ + imx. 
2 A u(n,i!i) e''"^ j (cos a - 1) 
16 
-h B u(n,m) y u(n,p) 
P 
- 1 
^-iph(^iioh _ 
or 
(3 .7)  u{n + l,m) = 1 + 2 A(cos a - 1) 4-
B(e^ - 1) \ u(n,p) (1 - u(n,m) 
The coefficient of u(n,m) on the right side of this 
equation is called the amplification factor. This factor 
detemines the amount of amplification of the coefficients 
•u(n,m) as we go from the n^^ time level to the (n-M)^^ time 
level in computing the solution of (3.5). The von Ueumann 
stability criterion requires that these amplification factors 
be bounded by one in magnitude for all m. This condition 
guarantees that no component of the solution can grow due to 
the computing process. 
Equation (3.7) can also be written 
u(n + l,m) = 14 - 2  A( c o s  a  -  1 )  +  B(c o s  a  -  1  
17 
-h i sin a ) ) u(n,p) — 
t) 
VuCn.p) elPtXj - k) u(n,m) . 
Since x. - h equation (3.6) implies that the 
3 J " 
amplification factor is 
(3.8) G = 1 + 2 A(cos a - 1) + BV^j(cos a - 1) 
+ i bVu^ sin a . 
3.3. The Stability Condition 
Theorem 3.1: 
If 
1) 4-1 > 0 , 
2) 0 < 2 I + sVUj < 1 
for each j on some n^^ time level, then (3-5) satisfies the 
von ITeumann stability criterion for calculation the solution 
at the (n + 1)®'' time level. 
Proof: For the complex number G, defined by (3.8), the 
p 
condition that |Gl < 1 is equivalent to |G| ^ 1. If we 
2 
expand jGl and impose this condition, we obtain 
18 
(3 .9)  1^ 4- i- I bVI' T fTCTrTZl J 
2 
cos a 4- ij. A + 2 bVu^ " -
cos a -h i{. 2 - 8 . 8 Â BVIS J «J 
+ 2 - i|. I - 2 bVu  ^4- J4. I bVU  ^
J «J J 
Define, 
M = ij. A^  + ij. A bVu^ - , 
P = i{. A + 2 bVu^ (1 - sVup. 
With these substitutions condition (3.9) takes the form 
M cos a 4" (P - 2 M)cos a 4- M - P ^ 0, 
which factors as 
(M cos a 4- P - M)(cos a - 1)^0. 
The second factor is nonpositive so this condition is 
equivalent to 
I'l cos a  ^M - P. 
Hypothesis 1) implies that M> 0 so that IG ^ 1 if 
(3.10) cos a > 1 - . 
Since cos a ^ -1, ife can assure condition (3.10) by 
19 
reqaxring 
1 - I < 
which, is equivalent to 
i > 2-
From the definition of M and P, 
ij. A + 2 BVTJ^ (1 - BVU^ ) 
5 ^ > 2. 
4 + 4 A BVUj 
Since M >- 0, 
• 2 I -f B - i{. - ij. I sVn^ - ^ o. 
2  14-  sVn^ -  (2  I  -f  BVU^)^ ^  0.  
(2 Â+ B Vg^)(i - 2 I - sVu?) ^ 0. 
J J 
The assumption that both these factors are negative leads to a 
contradiction; both factors will be positive if 
(3.11) 0^214- B VUj ^  1. 
This argument can now be reversed. We see that -(3.11) 
assures that (3.10) holds which in turn implies (3.9) and the 
theorem is proved. 
20 
A comment on hypothesis 1) seems to be in order. In 
actual problems J. and B are usually of the same approximate 
magnitude while is less than one in magnitude, generally 
—? less than .5. The term A is, of course, positive so the 
assumption seems very reasonable. 
We note that the stability condition (3.11) involves the 
solution ÏÏ. This is a direct consequence of the nonlinear 
nature of the equation we are solving. Such dependence of 
stability conditions on the unknoi-jn solution does not occur in 
linear problems. 
Example 3.1 
To illustrate the application of Theorem 3-1 i-^'e consider 
the differential equation 
0ij _ I 
5% -3? + • 
For k = .1, h =. .5 the algebraic problem consists of the 
difference equations 
+ 1 = Ug -f , 
4- .ii-Au^Vu^ , 
= u| - .ij-An^  . 
For initial values Uq = 0, = 1 computation yields 
21 
Table 3.1. 
Table 3.1. A stable computation 
n 2^ 2 A +- BVUJ 
0 0.0 o.S 1.0 1.0 
1 0.2 0.6 0.8 0.96 
2 0.36 0.72 0.88 
3 O.^ lL 0.55 0.62 0.81}. 
II 0.k8 0.^ 2 0.61 0.83 
5 0.50 0.^ 5 0.29 0.82 
6 0.S2 o.SS 0.27 0.81 
7 0.23 0.26 0.81 
8 0.54 0.25 0.26 0.80 
9 0,$L 0.22 0,26 
The stability parameter here indicates that the 
computational procedure is stable. The solution, except for 
the initial oscillation in the value of U^ , behaves in a 
manner typical of diffusion processes. It gradually settles 
to a steady state. 
If we now double the time step, we obtain the equations 
^ - n - h l  =  -j -  . 8 ,  
+ .8 8^  4- .SAuJVaJ , 
_ .8auj . 
For the same initial values computation yields Table 3.2. 
ÎÎOW the stability parameter indicates an unstable 
22 
computation and the results seem to verify this. The 
oscillatory, growing nataire of the values computed are the 
sort of behavior we expect in unstable computing procedures, 
Table 3.2. An unstable computation 
n Uq UJ U| 2 A + B ïï^  
0 0.0 0.5 1.0 2.0 
1 O.Ii-O 0.52 0.6 1.7 
2 0.50 0.50 0.5k 1.6 
3 0.50 0.53 0.51 1.6 
k 0.52 O.IL9 O.IL8 1.6 
 ^ 0.50 0.50 0.1:9 1.6 
6 0.50 O.ii.9 0.50 1.6 
7 0.k9 0.50 0.k9 1.6 
8 0.50 O.kS 0.c;0 1.6 
9 O.kS 0.51 0.k8 1.6 
10 0.^ 0 0.k6 0.50 1.6 
11 O.k? 0.52 0.k7 1.6 
12 0.51 O.kk 0.^ 1 1.6 
13 0.1^5 0.56 o.k5 1.7 
The results of this chapter indicate that the 
nonlinearity of the first derivative term can be handled 
computationally. The equation we have treated, (3.3), is not 
a diffusion equation however. In order to represent a 
diffusion process the equation necessarily involves the first 
type of nonlinearity discussed in Section 3.1. For, if the 
diffusion coefficient is constant the term involving the first 
derivative does not appear. In the next chapter we extend 
these results to a diffusion equation. 
23 
IV. STABILITY FOR A DIPFUSIOH EQUATION 
J4..I. Practical Considerations 
The diffusion coefficient, K(U), is, in any physical 
problem, a property of the materials undergoing diffusion. 
Because of this any analytic expression for K(lj) is invariably 
obtained froza sorae approximation to physical data, K(U) itself 
being available as a table of values. 
In practice the physical data is usually approximated by 
a polynomial obtained from a least squares process. The 
degree of the polynomial used depends on the nature of K(U) 
and thus on the materials involved in diffusion. If the 
diffusion process is fairly simple and i£(U) varies little, a 
constant can be used and the diffusion problem is linear. If 
the variations in 11(11) cannot be ignored, a polynomial of 
degree one or more must be used. 
In this chapter we consider a computational method for 
solving the nonlinear diffusion equation 
A^  and A^  are constant. 
2k 
il.. 2. Stability 
The Back;-:ai>d-Foï^ J"ard difference analog for (ij..l) is 
- (4 + ^ 2)-%^ + 4 ^  2 
/ 
For the stability analysis vie rewrite this equation in the 
corçmtational form 
(4.2) -f (%. -i- Ip) 8^  
J J J . ^ J 
+ Â,(An^ ) (Vïï°). 
J J 
As before, we have associated the ratio with the 
coefficients. 
4 -  ^4 ' 
r = ^ a 
-2 2^ *^ 2 
Following the procedure outlined in Chapter III, we 
assume 
= n(zj,dk] = \ 11(11,m) e^j 
m 
and substitute into (I1..2). 
25 
u(n,m) + 
m 
\ uCn.p) el(m+'P)Xjreiph _  ^
m p 
-i- + Ag ^u(n,m) cos a -
m 
+ A. 
'e 
u(n,in) 11(11,p) e^ (:^  + P)Xj imh 
m p 
i(m -p)h ^  g-ipli 
1 — 6 
Again we have defined a = mh. 
The only term in this equation which did not appear in 
our expansion of (3.5) is the first term involving A^ . The 
other terms are identical to those analyzed in Chapter III. 
A typical term in this expansion has the form 
u(n-|-l,m) e^ j^ = u(n,m) e^ j^ 4-
A^  u(n,m) u(n,p) iph 
- 2 
26 
+ e 
-iph 
-f 2 A2'a(n,m) (cos a - 1) + 
A^ u(n,m) Vu4 (cos a - 1) 
4- i A^ u(n,m) sin a . 
Once again the siam that remains can be interpreted by means of 
the original expansion as a difference of the solution. The 
exponential factor divides out and we now obtain, 
(ij..3) u(n+l,m) = 14-2 Agfcos a - 1) 4- A^ 
+ A^ Vu^ (cos a - 1) 
+ i A^ VUj sin a u(n,m) 
The amplification factor for (i^ ..2) is 
(ii-.ij.) G = 1 + 2 Agfcos a - 1) + A^  8% + 
A^ Vu?(cos a - 1) + i A^ Vn^  sin a 
We are interested in the condition |G| 1 or equivalently 
Ic-I 1. 
If we expand the magnitude of G and collect terms, we 
get the expression 
27 
|al ^  - ik A^  + k cos^ a 4- (il 1^ + 2 Z^ Vu^  
4-4 i-,ap 8% - 2 s^(vu^)^ + 2 i,vu^ 8% -
•L ^ J -L J J- J J 
8 a| - 3 A^IgVOj) COS a + 1 + l2( S^)^ + 
2 8% + 1). a| -h 1|. â^ïgvu" - t ag -
vie define 
2 A^ VUj - iL 4- 2 A^ (Vu^ ) 
2 s^vu^ s% . 
J J 
¥i = k'^ \ ^  k â^^âgvn^ , 
P = ii. I2 + 2 A^ Vu^  4- i| 8^  -
2 a^(vu^)^ + 2 a^vu^ 8% , 
-J- J J J 
and impose the von îîeucaaim condition to obtain 
(i;.5) M cos^ a + (P - 2 M) cos a + 8%)^  
-h 2 A, 8^  + M - P 0. 
J- J 
Unfortunately this expression does not lend itself to the 
28 
factoring procedure used in Chapter III, however (iL}..5) does 
furnish a stability condition. If we consider the left side 
of as a function of cos a, we can examine the maximum 
value of this function. By requiring this maximum to satisfy 
the von Neumann condition we obtain a means of testing the 
stability of a computational process. 
2 The coefficient of cos a, which we have designated as M, 
is similar to the quantity called M in the proof of Theorem 
3.1. As we did in Chapter III, we assume that M > 0 and 
Justify this assumption on the basis that and are likely 
to be of the same order of magnitude and is almost 
certainly less than one in magnitude. Under this assumption 
the maximum must occur at one of the end points of the 
interval -1 ^  cos a ^  1. Evaluation of the function at these 
points leads to the conditions 
ij. M - 2 P 4- I^ ( + 2 1-, SV? ^  0, 
± A i. .1 . • , 
2  ^0. 
In terms of the coefficients of the equation 
(4.6) 16 aI + 16 - 8 - 4 -
8 A^Ap SVj + ij. A (^VlJ )^^  - ij. A^Vïï^  84%  ^
J - J  - * - J J  
29 
+ a^( 2 <0, 
(i{..7) I?( 8%)^ + 2 I, 8% ^ 0. 
-l j x j 
Conditions (ii-ô) and (i}..7) furnish, the stability criteria for 
the computation of the solution of (If.2). 
11. 3' The Computation Procedure 
Conditions (ii..6) and (ij..?) and the condition (3.11) for 
the stability of the simpler equation all involve the solution 
function in the stability condition. This is to be expected 
for it is well knoi-m that the stability of a nonlinear 
equation depends on the solution itself • Because of 
this it is not possible to follow the computational procedure 
usually used in the solution of linear equations. In the 
linear case, we choose the mesh sizes oh the basis of a 
stability condition dependent on the coefficients of the 
equation but not on the solution. We can then proceed 
throughout with that fixed mesh. Thus stability is an a 
priori condition for linear equations. We know before the 
solution is obtained whether or not the con^ utational process 
is stable. 
The stability conditions obtained here suggest another 
procedure. îlamely that %fe calculate the stability parameters 
at each timé level as the solution is calculated. Since the 
differences which appear in the stability conditions are also 
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needed for the solution of the difference equation, this would 
require little additional conputer tine. If these stability 
parameters indicate that the computation procedure is beconing 
unstable, the tine step nay be decreased. If, on the other 
hand, the procedure is well within the linits of stability, we 
night attenpt to increase the pace of conputation by 
increasing the tine step. This sort of process is not without 
precedent. 
In the numerical solution of ordinary differential 
equations it is connon to calculate, at each tine step, s one 
paraneter indicative of the growth of error in the solution 
1^ 2^  . The tine step is adjusted during conputation ozi the 
basis of this parameter. If error growth is indicated, the 
tine step is decreased. If the tine step nay be increased 
without sacrificing accuracy, this is done. The procedure 
outlined above for partial differential equations is sinilar 
except that we are tracking stability instead of error. 
îîuaierical examples of this process for the diffusion 
equation discussed in this chapter are given in the appendix. 
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V. BACIC.f/'iRD-PORWARD DIFFERENCE SCHSI4ES FOR OTHER EQUATIOITS 
Au the conclusion of Chapter II we noted that the use of 
the Backi-zard-Forifard technique had resulted in an improvement 
in the truncation error of bur approximation. In this chapter 
we show that this result is not due to the particular equation 
but can be extended to more general equations. Indeed, we 
shall show that for any equation of the form 
, m = 1, 2, . . 
where A and B are constant, there is a Backvfard-Forward 
2 difference analog with truncation error of order k + h . 
In the application of the Backi-xard-Forvxard difference 
scheme to the diffusion equation of Chapter II, we essentially 
approximated half of the first derivative term with a for;-;ard 
difference and half with a baci-a-xard difference. The fact that 
forîvard and backi^ ard differences were present in equal parts, 
so to spealc, led to the convenient cancellation of terms which 
produced the improved truncation error. The exponent m of 
(5-1) does not, in general, lend itself to such splitting into 
equal parts. Thus in our analysis of this equation we 
distinguish between even and odd values of m. 
In case m is even, say m = 2 p, (5.1) becomes 
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The exponent here has on obvious separation into equal factors 
and •c-:e consider the Baclward-Pon-rard difference analog 
(5 .3)  
^-n+l_ ^n 
_J I 
k 
8% 
h2 
4- 3 
As was done in Chapter ii, we define the truncation 
error of this approximation as the difference between the 
discrete and continuous operators. 
(2.4) ù — - a 
8% 
- 3 
f vn: 
.  i ( .  
d 
6 n r ,  
+- b 
To reduce (2.1;.) to a fona in which its order is obvious, we 
use the Taylor expansions (2.15). For the sake of simplicity 
we adopt the same notational conventions used in Chapter ii. 
Thus, 
b 8^ u h 
+ ht 
xzz "5" 
0^u h . 
6? ^  
h" 
b ^6 
-\2 p 
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This can be written. 
- au 
xxxx 12 - B 
-h bi 'à 
,5 
\2 P 
BnY 
51 
+ q 
where 
q = 
... ..rw 
XXX XXX Ou 
9: 
1 
E 5x2 
5? ^ 
V.-..- , _h_ 
XXX  ^12 U" U"" #7-XXX XXX 36 
By the binomial expansion 
\ô-/ 
+ q h' 
i9 X 
+ 
p\ I dv 
\2(p -i) 
i=l a X 
Thus, we have 
= u: •  ^
:t 2 
3k. 
2(p-i) 
i = 1 
So that S is of the desired order. 
In case m is odd, say m rr 2 p -f 1, it is not clear how 
the Bacto-xard-Porx^ ard difference method should be applied. We 
proceed by examining two possible schemes and combining them 
to obtain an approximation with the twin virtues of simplicity 
and improved truncation error. Consider the equation 
(^.6) 6n a 9^ . 
\2 p 4- 1 
a 
-I- B 
X 0: 
\-Ie try to split the exponent as evenly as possible and use a 
combination of forward and backi-rard differences. One 
possibility for such a difference equation is 
(5 .7)  
n'î+i- n? 8% 
= a ^ + b JL 
The truncation error associated with (5*7)  is 
e = ^ - a 
8% 
2 - b 
8%) + a % + 
h 
,2 p + 1 
i il 
5 
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As above we make use of the appropriate Taylor expansions to 
reduce this expression. This time, however, we do not have 
backvzard and forward differences appearing symmetrically and 
the pleasant result of the previous cases escapes us. Such a 
reduction yields 
(5.8) E = I 
where 
— B fdu]' 
,ax W 2  2 '  
R = 0U , h 
6% 6%' 
2 2  ^-i- Û 
n 
XXX ~S~ 
 ^ /-x \2(p-i) 
fp\ / Ou 
i = 1 
4- ^0u 
id 
2 p u"-
U XXX 
with Q defined as above. Equation (5.8) does not indicate 
the desired order of the truncation error. 
However, if we approximate (5.6) by the difference analo 
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($ .9)  
^-11 +1_ yii 
] j 
k 
8^ ? 
= A 4- b 
il n 
the same type of analysis siiows that the truncation error can 
be eroressed as 
(5 .10)  
where 
E = U 
tt 2 
+ bi 
A. u" 12 xxxx 
'auf 
,aj M 
b r» 
h 
2 ' 
51 = 9n 
a-
6  ^U h ^
 4- n:: h' zzx "5" 
Eadf" i= 1  ^ ' 
'anf xxx 
/ 
Equation (5-10) indicates that the truncation error 
associated with (5.9) is not of the desired, order but we note 
that the troublesome terms in (5.10) and (5.8), those 
involving h to the first power, are equal except for sign. 
This suggests that a symmetric combination of the difference 
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equations (5-7) and (5.9) will lead to desirable cancellation. 
Thus we consider the difference equation 
(5.11)  --Î-
j^n + l_ n^ 
J. - 8^? = A 
n 
i + S 
P + 1  
h y 
fvû? 
h 
•p 
-aL 
\ ^ / 
as an approxination to (5.6). The truncation error associated 
vjith (5.11) reduces to 
(5.12)  = Kti à + 2') h?-
This e23>ression is of order k + h . 
We have proven the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.1: 
For the partial differential equation 
& = a + b^3-u 
ira 
3  -  " 3 ?  " 1 3  z
A and 3 constant, the Backt-xard-Porward difference analogs 
-0^ : + ^- u^ : 
_j i 5% + 3 
u ^  y 
if m = 2 p, and 
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^ +1_ ^11 g2^-n 
_J 1 r: A -
.
2 ^ + 1  
'ùif. r7tt^\^ 
+ J. 
^p+i 
1 
vu^ 
ul 
I h 1 
if la = 2p -f 1, have truncation errors satisfying 
E = 0(k 4- h^ ). 
Finally, we note that the assumption that A and B are 
constant is essentially a matter of notational convenience. 
The same arguement is valid if one assumes only that A and B 
are bounded in the region of solution. Thus Theorem 5-1 is a 
generalization of the results of Chapter II and applies to the 
dif^ sion equation (2.5) as a special case. 
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viii. appekdix 
The results given in this appendix were obtained with the 
IBM 360/65 computer at the Iowa State University Computation 
Center. A Fortran IV program was written to calculate the 
solution of (ij..2) and also the stability parameters of (Ii..6) 
and (1]..7)- The values for and A^  were obtained by a least 
squares approximation to data supplied by Professor Shuck on 
the diffusion of Methyl Ethyl Ketone in Carbon Tetrachloride. 
a. = 2.36 x 10"-^  . 
A^  = 2.ij.5 X 10'^  . 
In the first example the initial function was 
f(x) = .5 - |x - .51 , 
and h = .01. This problem was run with k = .1 and k — .5 and 
the results are given in Table A.l and Table A.2. Since the 
problem is symmetric, only the interval 0^  x ^ .5 is 
tabulated. 
We note that stability is indicated at most grid points, 
particularly for the time step k = .1. Even in the case where 
k = .5, the stability parameters do not exceed zero by very 
large values and the slight instability does not seem to 
affect the solution. Finally we observe that although the 
larger time step drives the procedure unstable for early time, 
this instability seems to decay as time goes on and the 
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process tends to become more stable. 
Table A.l. k = .1 
X = 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 O.ij. 0.5 
Time 0 
0.00000 0.10000 0.20000 0.30000 o.j+oooo 0.50000 
Stability Parameters 
0.00000 -0.18689 -0.18713 -0.18710 -0.18685 -0.l86Lk 
0.00000 0.00002 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00002 -0.00062 
Time 5 minutes 
0.09772 0.1321^8 0.20989 0.29595 0.36273 0.38810 
Stability Parameters 
0.00000 -0.18673 -0.18692 -0.18690 -0.18671 -0.l86k3 
0.00000 0.00002 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00001 -0.00062 
Time 10 minutes 
0.14260 0.16598 0.22039 0.28199 0.32850 0.34563 
Stability Parameters 
0.00000 -0.18663 -0.18676 -0.18675 -0.18662 -O.I86I12 
0.00000 0.00001 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00001 -0.00061 
Time 15 minutes 
0.17391 0.18994 0.22776 0.27124 0.30ii40 0.31667 
stability Parameters 
0.00000 -0.18655 -0.18665 -0.18665 -0.18655 -0.18641 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
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Table A.l (Continued). 
-ji — 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.1- 0.5 
Time 20 minutes 
0.19573 0.20675 0 .23302 0.26368 0.28736 0.29619 
Table A.2. k =. .5 
:c = 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.1, 0.5 
Time 0 
0.00000 0.10000 0, .20000 0.30000 0.40000 0.50000 
stability Parameters 
0.00000 -0.74128 
0.00000 0.00010 
-0. 
0. 
74197 
,00002 
-0.74188 
-0.0Ô005 
-0.74118 
-o.odolo 
-0.74003 
-0.06012 
Time 5 minutes 
0.09785 0.13261 0. ,21002 0.29609 0.36281- 0.38820 
Stability Parameters 
0.00000 -0.7li03k 
0.00000 O.OÔOOÔ 
-0.711138 
0.00002 
-0.74131 
-0.00004 
-0.74078 
-0.00007 
-0.73998 
-0.00008 
Time 10 minutes 
0.14290 0.16628 0. 22066 0.28223 0.32871 0.34582 
Stability Pai'ameters 
0.00000 -0.7I1.055 
0.00000 0.06005 
-0. 
0. 
74093 
00001 
-O.7I1O9O 
-0.00003 
-0.74053 
-0.00005 
-0.73996 
-0.00006 
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Table A.2 (Continued). 
X = 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 O.ij. 0.5 
Tiiae l5 minutes 
0.17437 0.190^0 0.22817 0.27160 0.30472 0.31696 
Stability Parameters 
0.00000 -O.7I1O34 -0.7k062 -0.7k06l -0.7k035 -0.7399k 
0.00000 0.0Ô004 0.06001 -0.06002 -0.06004 -0.00004 
Tine 20 minutes 
0.19631 0.20733 0.23356 0.26417 0.28781 0.29661 
'we also give, in Figure A.l, the results of applying our 
scheme to the asymmetric initial function 
f(x) = 32 X (1 - x) (x - .75)2 . 
Initially our stability parameters indicated slight 
instability at the points x= .5, .6, .7# and .8. As before 
condition (4.6) is always satisfied while the parameter of 
(4.7) never exceeds 4 10Again the process grows more 
stable with time and the solution itself does not indicate 
unstable behavior. 
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1.5 
1.0 
0.5 
.1 0.2 0.3 o.i^ 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 0. 
Figure A.l, Asymmetric initial Function 
